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Renowned Scholars Enlighten Community
Elie Wiesel Offers Reflective Words to
Enraptured Audience at Commemoration
-
Nobel Prize Winner Brodsky and Soviet
Writers Discuss Glasnost Effects
by Rebecca Flynn
The College Voice
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Corwec:tlcut View Editor
Features p.4
Just who is that voice
behind your phone? A crushing defeat by Third Con-
gressional District Representative
Bruce Morrison in last Tuesday's
state Democratic gubernnatoria1
primary proved to be disappointing
but not fatal to the political careerof
William Cibes, professor of gov-
ernment at Connecticut College.
Despite an overwhelming numeri-
cal loss, Cibes and his campaign
staff, friends, and family remained
optimistic about the possibility of a
quick return into the political arena.
Cibes lost the election by gaining
only 36 percent of the vote. Morri-
son received 64 percent of the total.
With his victory, Morrison en-
tered a three-way contest for the
office of governor. His opponents
are Republican Congressman John
Rowland and maverick former
senator and ex-Republican Lowell
Weicker, who has entered this race
as a candidate of the Connecticut
Party, which he formed.
Debate over the cause of Cibes'
defeat focused on his unpopular
advocacy of a state income tax, his
late entry into the race, his lack of
name recognition, and the as-
toundingly low voter turnout on the
day of the primary.
John Maggiore, '91, saident gov- .
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unfold that text The text is there as an offer-
ing, inviting me and you, 'come inside: and
then we begin unraveling layer after layer ... "
Wiesel describc4 \he ~ 0( Adam and
Eve as symbolic of mankind. "We aU come,
from the same origin, black or white, poor or
rich, learned or not, we all have the same
beginning." .
A survivor of the Holocaust, Wiesel said,
"We crown God as the God of the universe,
but remember He was God of that universe
Wiesel recalled the beadle of his childhood
village and the beadle's practice of going
from house to house, "knocking' on doors and
windows," telling the Jews to "Awake, arise,
come pray ... "Later in his address, Wiesel
expressed the need for a beadle to call 'the
SeeWiesel p. 7
by Lee Berendsen
The College Voke
too."
ernment association president
and the flrst full-time staff mem-
ber of Cibes' campaign, com-
mented that the primary was "a
very crucial election - really Cibes
[was 1offering . .. a brave new
initiative, and the other three can-
didates are not offering any-
thing."
Cibes, a 12-yearstaterepresen-
tative from New London who has
spent the past two years aschairof
the powerful Finance, Revenue,
and Bonding Committee, has
thoroughly studied state finances
and believes that an income tax is
the only way to raise enough reve-
nue 10 counter the state's deficit.
His proposed income tax is pan of
a package which would lower
manyothertaxes,constitutionaIly
capping the state sales tax at 5
percent
Cibes' opponents capitalized on
his unpopular tax platform largely
by ignoring the issue.
Another advantage Morrison
had over Cibes is the fact that
Morrison, who officially an-
nounced his candidacy last Janu-
ary, actually began campaigning a
year and a half ago. At that time,
it was widely expected that in-
cumbent governor William
O'Neill would seek re-election.
SeeC_p.7
Students Criticize Parents'
Weekend Scheduling
by Sarah Huntley
News Editor
United States, as well as nationaIly recog-
nized translator Victor Golishev.
The symposium, during which the authors
The wisdom and teachings of Nobel laure- read from their works and then participated in
ate Joseph Brodsky and three well-respected a panel discussion, dealt with the boundaries Elie Wiesel, Nobel""""" prize recipient.
Russian writers marked the second annual that have restricted Soviet writers. brought insight and honor to the college
Daniel KJagsbrun Symposium at Connecti- Theauthors seemed in agreement that, with Saturday night in celebration of the Chair of
cut College on Thursday and Friday. glasnost and other aspects of the new open- Judaic Studies established in his name.
Brodsky was joined by poet Tatyana Beck ness in the Soviet Union, the boundaries fae- Speaking in a filled Palmer Auditorium,
and short story author Valeri Popov, both of ing Soviet writers are much lower now. But, Wiesel shared his thoughts on studying the
whom have never before traveled to the See Wrllo.. p.7 Jewish tradition and teachings of the Tal-,...:.:....:.::..:.... --=::..:....~=.!::.::....:._-'-. -'-.------. mud, his memories of the
Professor Cibes Loses Holocaust and its impactOn learning, Wiesel
said, "I believe no adven-Democratic Prlmar y turecanbeasinspiringas
that which occurs between
a teacher and his smdent .
.. They have a text before
them and the power to
As Elie Wiesel, Nobel Peace
Prizewinner, addressed an enthusi-
atic audience and Claire Gaudiani,
'66, president of the college, ap-
plauded the lessons to be gleaned
from the Jewish tradition, next
weekend seemed a distant thought
To some students, however, the
administration's support was
somewhat contradictory.
Next weekend is Parents' Week-
end. Scheduled two weeks earlier
than in the past, the event closely
follows the Jewish High Holiday of
Rosh Hashanah.
Rosh Hashanah, the second holi-
est holiday in the Jewish year, be-
gins on Wednesday atsundown and
continues until Friday evening.
Traditionally, this is a time for
reaffirmation of faith and close re-
biiions within the family unit
Many Jewish students rewm home
to spend \he hnliday with their
families.
Parents' Weekend events begin
at 10 a.m: on Friday morning and
will continue into Sunday.
The Student Govemmem ASso-
ciation at Thursday's meeting
voted in support of a leuer to be sent
to the administration criticizing the
scheduling of the family-oriented
event
The letter, sponsored by Russell
Yankwitt, house senator of Wind-
ham, said, ''The process which re-
sulted in the selection of Parents'
Weekend, September 21-23 sug-
gests an insensitivity on the part of
the planners which is unbefining of
an institution which is striving to
promote global awareness."
In addition, the proposal stated,
"The Assembly strongly urges that
the administration use more fore-
sightin future academic planning to
avoid any further conflict with
minorities regardless of the de-
Domination."
See S<bedoU,. p. 9
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chair in his Dame,
Fortunately,PalmerAuditoriumwasstJmdingroomonlyforoneor
die most moving presealations ia tile College's /IiJtory.
Saturday nigh!, Wiesel's speech bronllbta tremendous message of
bopeaDd peace toaDaudieDeemuehbetterrepreseatedbydle studeat
body. He spoke or tile power aDd importaDee or Iearaiag while
emphasizing his ~I respcmsibilltyto prepare us to bettertbe
world we are inberitiag, He betrayed dleeode adhered to by most o~
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'61 litdieWM chair ~ its • This For starters, we've turned our dorms into common brothels. The men allow therr screammg hormones to take4"~"i jq,i, '"".. ~~. over minds and the ladies allow them",:lves to be ma~e cheap by sleepmg around. And why the hell do we hate
DIOI&impertaatly to tJ:estodents. ' the Coasues so much, don't they proVIde all of our mcome?".
, Innocent relationships between 'men and women have disappeared, Have not male/female relationships
within this community sunk to the level where you assume that a person of the opposite sex is "coming on" if
he or she spends a lot time with you?
As if walking and thinking genitals weren't bad enough, our dorms have apparently created people who would
argue that cable television is a fundamental human right and others who would propose a dorm civil war party
in which the side to finish a keg of beer first wins. (What did the adInissions office see in us?)
And what's worse is that we have taken our insensitive and superficial nature into the classroom, Throw a
grain of salt when the guy who poisons his body with alcohol speaks of David Copperfield's loss of innocence
in English or when the girl who sleeps around gets offended when she's called a slut.
The amazing thing about all this is that the real damage is not done to the people who drink and blow off
homework but those who don't Let's put ourselves in the shoes of someone who doesn't abusehimself/herself
and takes academics seriously ...
You're studying for your frrst college exam. You like it quiet but your roommate invites his/her friends into
your room to chat, Because it's the beginning of your freshman year and you don't know your roommate well
enough, you don't tell him/her to leave, fearing you might hurt your roommate's feelings. .
We would feel peer pressure in this situation, wouldn't we? Itwould be hard for us to resist blowing off our
work to have fun. So you see, "academic" pressure is not the result of tremendous amounts of homework and
exams but the result of feeling like the only one who has work to do. Ifwe all avoided heavy partying and, in-
stead, sbldiedevery night. the only pressure we would feel would be from fatigue as opposed to peer pressure.
For those among us who grind away at their books everyday, I salute you and leave.you with a few thoughts.
You're the most important group of people in this community and you should notletothers who think otherwise
change the way you view studying.
Ifyou feel "academic" and peer pressure accumulating, don't sbldy in your dorms. Move to the library or to
the Chapel Library to study.
And however successful you are in containing your pressures, always take time ofUor yourself. Take time
off by taking long walks in the Arhoreblm or on the beach to slow down to fast pace of college life to a suitable
rate. Others, whether you believe in a god or not, may fmd attending one of the Chapel services once a week
to be best suited for you.
To conclude, I'd like to propose a challenge to the administration. I asked of you to help those in need, the
minority of students who take college seriously, by implementing new policies in this community to enhance
its acad"".'ic/intellectual aspects. I challenge you to enforce ow' alcohol policy by monitoring parties for under
age drinking, and to han alcohol completely if monitoring fails to stop under age drinking or alcohol abUse. I
challenge you to require theauendance of all classes and to punish those who miss them voluntarily. And I chal-
lenge you to raise the course load to five courses a semester.
Earth to Gaudiani...Earth to Gaudiani..Do you read me?
Claire Gaudiani, I challenge you to stop appearing on covers of school publications and start appearing in our
dorms. I want to know what your beliefs are, where you come from, and what your personal goals for US are.
Come and hold diSCUSSions10our dorms and stan talking to us like a human being rather than a college prest-
dent
I challenge everyone to wake up and smell the coffee before we destroy the place we all love .
~.... , "
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VIEWPOINT
Aspen and the College Community
To the Voice:
I am responding to your editorial
and article on the new telecommu-
nications system printed in the The
College Voice, September 4, 1990.
Our goal is to connect every
member of the college community
. to a comprehensive comrnunica-
tions network. One which would
improve their security, their ability
to communicate with friends and
professors, and to provide itat a rea-
sonable cost, The college is com-
mitted to making available 10 its
students the kinds of technologies
and resources they will need to
successfully complete their educa-
tion and which they will need 10be
conversant with as they begin
working after college. Connecticut
College has taken the lead among
its peers in providing a comprehen-
sivecommunications environment.
While other colleges have parts of
it, and others would dearly love to
even begin the process of installing
one, your college is now the leader
of the most selective four year lib-
eral arts colleges in its comprehen-
sive approach 10 computing and
telecommunications; it's some-
thing of which we are very proud.
However, the main point is not
how great we are, but how well we
use the system and learn about its
capabilities and the ways in which
our sharing and communicating in-
formation can be enhanced and am-
plified by using these technologies.
It is because the college felt it was
esseutial to your receiving the high-
est quality educational experience
in addition to improving the sys-
tems that support your persoual
security that the system was made a
requirement of all students.
Through using this new system,
you become part of a learning envi-
ronment that amplifies and en-
riches the possibilities and the ca-
pabilities of all members of the
community.
This system is barely a month
old; the staff working with it are
learning it just as you are--and
there's a lot more of you than there
are of us! As we work with SNET
Systems, Inc. (the company that
installed the new system not to be
confused with Southern New Eng-
land Telephone--the company that
provides phone service 10 the pub-
lic) and others 10 help us stabilize
the new system, we will begin to
look at ways we can add services,
improve responses to your con-
cerns, and discover new applica-
tions for the resources we now
have. I am very concerned that the
confusion that naturally accompa-
nies the initiation of these kinds of
projects have lead some to think
that they did not receive what they
expected or that parts of the system
are not adequate 10 serve their
needs. To the extent my comments,
regardless of the method under
which they were obtained, have
created this confusion, I assure you
it was not intentional. Any of you
who have worked personally with
Roberta Carroll, SNET Systems,
Inc. employees, Adrian or Pat
Donohue, or myself know that we
take your concerns very seriously
and do our best to solve them as
quickly as possible.
We will have two sessions open
to students where they can have
their questions answered by mem-
bers of Telephone Services staff,
Telecommunications Services. and
SNET Systems, Inc. The sessions
are being planned now for Wednes-
day morning, September 19 and
Thursday afternoon, September21.
We are also developing a more
streamlined way 10 handle your
trouble calls and requests for
changes and questions about your
service and those procedures will
shortly be in effect,
In the following I would like to
address some additional issues
which may have caused some con-
fusion:
There has been some discussion
of Totalphone, a product name for
special services offered by the
Southern New England Telephone
Company. Totalphone is sold op-
tionally to residential subscribers
and includes call forwarding, three-
wayconferencing,call waiting, and
eight abbreviated "speed" call
numbers. It does not include voice
messaging, auromauc call back,
unlimited (flat) local dialing, basic
phone service, repair and trou-
bleshooting service, access to dis-
counted long distance such as the
college provides, or waived federal
subscriber line charges.
The college offers a set of op-
tional and basic services that pro-
vide a good deal more than Total-
phone. There seems, however ,10 be
some confusion concerning which
features are optional and which are
basic. We have always maintained
that we could provide some Total-
phone-like features in addition 10
some services and features which
are not part of SNETs Totalphone
package. We promised we could
provide special features and we
have, but it was never stated these
feature would be part of the basic
service package.
In any case, the basic package is
more comprehensive than any a
student could purchase from the
phone company.
First, included in the basic serv-
ice besides just dial tone are:
> unlimited dialing in the local
area included in the basic service.
> a sophisticated voice messag-
ing system, allowing studenis 10
send and receivemessages to al-
most any phone on the campus sys-
tem,
> provision of a phone set, wir-
ing, and an information port in each
dorm room,
> four digit intercom 10any other 'be to
phone on campusdl\lIgr.enne
> no charge for repair or trou-::the'l,.Ja1ity ofJo_jstn
bleshooting not due 10willful dam- l'e8iIi)Ig your pIlp(lt.a p~, . A1iicles inlllll. "oft..•.~~,.l«ljIt.Q$
age or negligence,iJlfQtmed, gi~ 11$ pride in the ~e. and~Q$ tolff"Y (C1ver
> no annual charges for installa- .1leCUI"lIy jssues).Last week" ~ piece "CabIuv.i$ aPIlJl-'
tion and reprogramming of soft- daJl1eIltai Right" by MiIre SIIeidman IVa$ the first article to cause Q$
ware in the PBX, voice mail, and distress.
billing systems, We have no problern with Mt.Sneidman'srillblioorganizeaaUsade
> access 10 discounted long dis- to acquire cable TV 011 the campus. His chok:e to spend part onUs four
tance service, . college years in front of the "boob tube" isbispreroga!ive: We bopebe
> access to a full campus data knowsthatitispossibletoobtainnewsandweatberreportsfromtheradiO.
network in Spring, 1991, WedoobjecttoMr. Sneidman'ssan:asticat/OOlpltodenigmtePresident
>dramatically enhanced security Gaudiani, We suggest lhat be use some of his spare time to become
informed of thedutiesof a college president. Perhaps be should readber
job description or her calendar. The money the college allocates for
President Qaudiani's domestic and foreign ttaveI iun Investmenlfor the
presentand the (lIlUJ'(l. Heruavels~Conn to maintain the -y fine
programs available to all stUdents. A prime example is the new c:bair of
Judaic SlUdies now being impIemenral Shecertalnly does not achieve
her goals for Conn by maI1-bopping.
Webavenotyetbadthe~ofmeetingPresidentl'laudiani. How·
ever. from what we readlllld bear. wefeelComt is lucky to baveberas its
leader. Her intelligenco and determined COIlllIIilmeRt to excellence are
apparent inmany areas. Sbe teaChes with dedication and integrity In
conjunctioll willi her consuming pessInn to do her best for Conn's
stUdents.
MiIre Sneldman is in the right pial». He truly has a lot to Ieam.-,.-. .... _KIOIddII
..... fIILMnDW 2 ''''-'93
·SAC Answers
People are talking about SAC. Some
people are even questioning SAC. I applaud
those who have taken the initiative 10seek the
accurate answers to their questions about
SAC. And I congratulate the rare few who
have chosen to become involved in SAC in
order to clarify their misunderstandings of
SAC. Either way, you have taken the respon-
sibility to make sure that your voice is heard
and reflected in the policy and programming
deicisions that are made about student activi-
ties at Connecticut College. That is the bene-
fit of the strong uadition of student self-
governance at Conn. I especially praise Steve
Bames' urge to the community 10 "give up
complacency" and to help SAC do the job that
it is expected 10 do ("Question Sac: The
Col/ege Voice, 9111/90).
I am concerned, however, that we will be
unable to eliminate the rumors that are spread
about student activities until the facts are
conveyed accurately. Therefore, it is neces-
sary 10 clarify some of the points that were
inaccurately made in the CONNThought ar-
ticle last week.
In response 10 the statement that "SAC
hires all of its bands through a national book-
ing agency," it is important to note that there
are many different "agents" with whom we,
and the majority of colleges and universities,
work to contract all types of entertainment
Furthermore, most of these agents serveonly
as representatives of the entertainers and
receive no "middle man" fee from the
schools who contract the performers. Bar-
nes' estimate of the price of''The Sense" is
proof of another misconception that is
widely held. SAC does not receive the fund-
ing 10 spend $2000-$3000 on every band it
contracts. Even this figure is nota high price
for a band, but nonetheless, SAC can only af-
ford this price tag for huge-scale events like
the Winter Formal and Floralia.
Second, I think that part of the confusion
about SAC stems from general lack of
awareness about which events are SAC-
sponsored. Specifically, the Billy Joel party
to which the articlerefemed received no SAC
funding. Additionally, most people do not
realize thatitis their class and dorm SACCo-
system installed on each phone,
additional emergency phones, and
campus phones outside the main
entrance of most buildings.
This year, because it is our first
year with the new telecommunica-
tions system, and as a way of thank-
ing students for their patience in
helping us bring up a very complex
set of electronic systems and net-
works, we decided to provide the
optional features without addi-
tional charge. To sum up, these
features are available, and we in-
tend to sell them as optional fea-
tures next year; however, compared
to our basic range of services they
are not really all that exciting or
necessary.
It is possible to use a phone call-
ing card from the campus network
or from the forty pay phones pro-
vided at the College's expense. The
main problem seems to be with the
use of AT&T cards. To use an
AT&T card, follow this procedure:
I) press 9-0-the number you wish
to dial
2) wait for three "beeps" and then
enter your PIN number
3) wait for the tone and enter your
card information
You will hear a message "Thank
you for using MCI." Ignore u, your
call will be placed and your calling
card will be billed at its designated
J
billing address. You won't receive ~
the college's five percent discount 1
since it is not passed hack to US ~
when a credit card is used. ~
The new data system is sched- Q;
uled to begin startup operations in ~
Spring, 1991. We've known that ~
since last year. However, if a stu-
dent needs 10connect his or her PC 1
10 the current campus network be- ~
fore that date, he or she can do so ,'"
over the phone lines by using a
modem. We will not provide the
modem, but we will help you make
the connection and we will absorb
the cost of wiring connections and
performing the necessary modifi-
cations to the PBX software so a
student can temporarily use this
form of data communication. Once
you've connected to the current
network, the tri-college library
system, the academic computing
systems, and e-mail (bitnet and
microvax mail) will be available 10
you in your rooms. When the new
system comes up it will no longer
be necessary to use the modem.
Again, please be assured that we
are working diligently to make sure .
that Connecticut College has the
best phone service possible.
SInc:erely,
Tom Makofske,
D1redororComputer and
InformatJoD Services
I
I
ordinators who
plan many of the
study breaks,
movie nights,
Thursday Night
Events, scaven-
ger hunts, dorm
harbeques, ele.
These events are
funded by the
classes and
dorms and
planned by your
SAC CoordinalOrs.
Third, how many of us are aware that each
of us has at least four voices to represent us at
SAC meetings every week? Dorm and class
SAC Coordinators report weekly to SAC
Council meetings 10 discuss issues and
events. These SAC CoordinalOrs are elected
specifically 10 answer your questions about
SAC-related issues, and to contribute your
ideaS and concerns 10 the Student Activities
Council. I encourage you to communicate
with your SAC Coordinators so that they carl
better represent you and thus do a more
effective job for you.
Finally, please note that all SAC Council
meetings are open, and I encourage anyone
with an interest or concern 10join us every
Tuesday at6; 15 in Ernst Common Room. As
always, I urge you to get involved in and to
take responsibility for the process of devel-
oping a strong program of student activities
here at Conn. Sincerely,
Amy Mass, '92
SACCbalr
~VIEWPOINT8l_===================================;;;;;ii;;;;;;==----~-====~~~--::---~ -~ -... group of people with narr.a d.oUat. to support. it. However, BUS'h's
.. than a meaningless figure. II any-~ Bush's Bl-g Hoax onelriedtocaUourdebts,we'dcaU tocaUtheirownwillbehvmg'1D addressTuesdaynightwasnocllI _
,~ payment due on money owed us. billion dollar homes bought with £ttye~nt.And he's running the coun.
_'; And even if we still couldn1 pay, money borrowed and stolen from
• what's the worst that can happen? the taxpaying masses. Rah, rah, .
-i
"To tbeV~: increase defense spending. WeD . ted
Is someone with an Italian accent I realize this is an opimona Sincerely,Who saw President Bush's of course, the team needs new uni-II ? leuerwilblittleornostalisti,caIdata Shelley Stoehr, '91
Eo. address on television Tuesday forms, the field needs new turf. going to break Bush's legs.
night? It has persuaded me to be- And from the stands the response IIwe1islen
.~ lievethatthepresentsituationinthe isahearty"Rah,rah!" to Bush, the
:;; Middle East has been coordinated And not only does Bush want worst that can
'"~ byourowngovemment.A big hoax us to forget the savings and loans happen is Ibis-8 to belp Bush push through his pro- scandaI ever existed, he wants us many of our
.:! posedbudget. Think about it, There tore-endorse it,What do you think children will
... was the savings and loans scandal "increasing incentives" means? It grow up under-
in which rich people stole billions means giving more loans to nourished, un-
ofdoUarswilbthegovemment'sen- greedy speculators, no questions educated and
dorsement and support. Defense asked. uncultured.
spending was in danger of being Finally, he says his goal is to College will be
drastically cut __ military bases reduce the national debt. Who unaffordable --
were already closing. We have cares? The national debt only af- rent will be un-
been in the midst of a subtle civil feets the average American inso- affordable. Our
war--Americans fighting tooth and faras thegovernment tries tofix it. h usb and s ,
nail over irrevocable differences Bush kept emphasizing the need friends and
about such issues as abortion, flag- for the budget to address what is sons will be
burning, the NEA and the banning "real." In that case it should not over in the
of albums by grou)'s such as 2 Live concern itself with the national Middle East,
Crew. What we needed was a big debt at all, because for all intents either twid-
pep rally. Whatbetlersolutionthan and purposes, it is not "real." To dling their
a "war." effectively reduce it, all one needs thumbs or get-
So Bush made himself head to do is plug in the computer and ting killed,
cheerleader, urging America to movea few decirnal points, chang- w hie h ever
shout "Go team go!" and to ignore ing$SOObillion dollars to $S.Bar- seems most po-
the fact that his arguments were baracanpaythatoutofherpocket litically cor-
preposterous. Now he can (and on change. The point is that at this rect. Mean-
Tuesday did) say that we need to point the national debt is no more while, a seleet
Skewed Priorities
To tbeVoice:
As I read the morning paper, I notice that we are about to go to war, crime is
rampant, and that the economic condition of this country is in sh~bles. I o.penup
The College Voice and myanention is drawn to an article concernmg the deprivation
of a fundamental human right - the denial of cable TV ("Cable TV is a Fundamental
Right," CONNThought, 9/11/90) Silly me, I never realized that I was living in the
midst of such "tyranny."
Attending college is a privilege; we are here to get an education - to grow
intellecnially through exploration of ideas, to be challenged, and to discover
ourselves. We are fortunate to have this opportunity, and everything else is
secondary, including TV. For Mike Sneidman to say that cable TV is a fundamental
right is absurd. Are priorities really so mixed up? I, forone, do not want tobe lumped
together with the whole student body as needing to "unite in protest." I could care
less about cable TV. There are many more important things to worry about. What
about the fundamental rights of food and shelter, which some people do not even
have? These are real problems. I do watch TV and I like MTV, but I do not have
a TV here at school and I do not feel I am missing out on anything.
The administration should realize that if students are not going to do their work,
then they are just not going to do it. Procrastination comes in all forms, and cable
TV is a weak excuse for hindering students academically. But, Camels, why get all
worried about it? Maybe it is senseless for the administration to deny this added
pleasure, but is it really worth the effort. to go out and protest about it?
. Sincerely,
Kathryn Sparks, '94
-,
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CONNECTICUT VIEW
USCGA Administrator
Lauds Academy
Changes
by Randall Lucas
The College Voice
Coast Guard Rear Admiral Tho-
mas T. Matteson and Captain Tho-
r------, mas Combs
share a great
deal - a close
friendship,
L- --..J high ideals,
and a lasting commitment to the
United States Coast Guard Acad-
emy. Matteson holds the position of
Academy Superintendant, while
Combs is Director of Admissions.
They were admitted to the Acad-
emy in the same class, and "to be a
classmate,"
Combs said. "is
close to being a
blood brother."
But one can sense
an even deeper
friendship, held
together by
shared values,
and marked by an
easy camarade-
rie. That friend-
ship began dur-
ing their "swab
summer" when
"the ties that bind
you together are
molded," Combs
said. They were
in the same company for three years
and played football together for
four.
Combs said that Matteson can
sense the needs of the Coast Guard
for the twenty first century" and
that "tradition appeals to him but he
doesn't need to be bound by prece-
dent" Combs explained that in
their swab summer they had "two
[Eagle] cruises followed by acruise
to Europe, and that is why [Mat-
teson] is high on international cul-
tural experiences."
Combs had attended college for
two years before he joined the
Coast Guard. "Being a couple of
years older, it wasn't that much of
an adjustment," he said, "nothing
worse than what a fraternity could
throw at you." This is in direct
contrast to the experience of Mat-
teson, who entered the Academy
immediately after high school.
When Rear Admiral Matteson
was asked about his own view of
swab summer, he wanted to hear
what Captain Combs had said first.
When told, Matteson laughed and
responded, "The other end of that
spectrum is not knowing what will
be thrown at you." Matteson had
grown up on a farm and for him the
Academy was a very different
place. Matteson said, "I carne naive
and co nvinced thatI could graduate
and that they could do nothing to
convince me otherwise."
Combs emphasized the "com-
Second in 8
Two-part series
'J cannot defend thirteen
hundred pushups a day on
the road. J f J am embar-
rassed then that is hazing.'
-Capt. Thomas Combs,
U.S. Coast Guard Acad-
emy directorofadmissions
parative mildness" of swab sum-
mer to his fraternity initiation, one
pan of which left him seventy-five
miles outside of Albany, alone, in
the dark, withnomoney,nocar,and
orders to fmd his way back within a
strict time limit.
The summer was unbearably dif-
ficult for many others and that
memory haunts both Combs and
Matteson. "We lost an awful lot of
people and that has stayed with us .
.. I remember a lot of people who
were picked on." Combs said. But
some drills are needed. It is necces-
sary to know every rope of the
EAGLE by heart because at night
mistakes could cause fatal acci-
dents.
The
Acad-
e m y
now
e m -
ph a-
s iz e s
t his
kind of
neees-
s a r y
learn-
ing,not
the
ability
t 0
with -
s t a n d
humiliation. Combs said that this
summer, "The nature of the bar-
racks has changed. [They have] a
much more positive atmosphere."
The "That's what was done tome"
rationale is no longer used by sen-
iors when leading freshmen cadets.
Humanitarian goals aside, haz-
ing presents special problems to
Combs in his role as director of ad-
missions. "I cannot defend thirteen
hundred pushups a day on the road.
If I am embarrassed then that is
hazing,"heexplained. Some meth-
ods of military training may look
like hazing to. those who attend
civilian colleges, but hazing is
grounds for expulsion from the
Academy. "We investigate it more
than they [civilian colleges] do,"
Combs stated.
Other problems also face cadets.
For exarnple, those who choose to
leave the Academy sometimes face
parental rejection. They are told
that if they leave, "they can't come
home," according to Combs. He
added that in these cases the Chap-
lains must phone the parents and
"intervene in the household."
Combs has seen many changes in
the Academy during his career -
"changes in academics, social life,
and athletics." What used to be a
"lockstep curriculum" is still "not
as open as liberal arts" but now has
seven majors. "When I arrived in
1952," Combs. said, "I knew ex-
actly what courses I would be in ..
. my entire sched-
ule was laid out"
In addition, there
are now also more
athletics at the
Academy, Combs
said.
The Academy
now has interna-
tional cadets as
students. "Up to
thirty-six [interna-
tional students at-
tend the Acad-
emy] at anyone
time," Combs
said. International
cadets are now at
the Academy from
such counbies as
Honduras, Belize,
the Philippines,
Thailand and Ma-
laysia. Combs
feels a special ob-
ligation toward t§
women and mi- ~
norities. "Women "J
and minorities-
should be treated
equally, and the ~
military service ~
hasn't treated ~
them equally . .. >iCC'ap=:t"T~bo==m:::as==;C;;:o=m=;b"s,=U;:;=;.s".:;;c=oas=t:; G~u ardAcademy director of admlsslous
we don't have a
good track record," Combs said.
TheChief of Personnel of the Coast
Guard in Washington, (Admiral
K1ine,a1soaclassmate)hasordered
a study of women in the Coast
Guard. Combs said that "with a
person like Kline, there is a moral
imperative [to face the issue]."
At the top of Combs' desk is a
chart listing the numbers of women
and minorities in the .entire Coast
Guard - only
two hundred
and eighty
nine minori-
ties and two
hundned sev-
enty eight
women. The
highest rank-
ing women in
the Coast
Guard are now
Commanders,
Combs said,
and those who
graduated
from the
Academy in
1980 will be making the rank of
captain in the year 2000. Retention
rates at the Academy for both
women and minorities have im-
proved over the past five years. For
example, in the class of 1990, 45
percent of women were retained as
opposed to 93 percent in the class of
1993. Overall retention rates for
minorities in the class of 1991 was
62 percent as opposed to 83 percent
in 1993. The Coast Guard used to
have joint programs with Con-
necticut College. One such class,
'Peace and War in a Nuclear Age,'
"disappeared," Combs noted with
regret, when the Coast Guard in-
structor, former Assistant Secre-
tary of the Treasury Larry Korbes
and the Connecticut College pro-
fessor, George Daughn, left their
respective institutions. Combs
once served with a woman cadet
'Women and minorities
should be treated equally, and
the military service hasn't
treated them equally . . .we
don't have a good track rec-
ord. "
-Capt. Thomas Combs,
U.S.CoastGuard Academy
director ofadmissions
who was also a Connecticut Col-
lege graduate, on the "Dauntless."
Many West Point exchange stu-
dents at the Coast Guard take
classes at Connecticut College ..
"They must come with this in
mind," Combs laughed. Connecti-
cut College students take mostly
science and math courses at the
Acadern y, and Cadets study liberal
arts and dance at Conn. Coast
Guard Cadets face challenges that
most students do not realize. They
must learn "notjust the vocabulary
of an academic discipline, but the
vocabulary of a [military] way of
life," Combs said. "Weareproduc-
ing the Coast Guard leaders of 10-
morrow, and if cadets don't aspire
to be commanding of fleers, then
we have missed the boat," he con-
tinued. Even if graduates eventu-
ally leave the Coast Guard they
benefit from their training. Combs.
explained, "I don't know ofan un-
employed Coast Guard Academy
graduate.i.they must be competi-
tive [while in the Coast Guard].
Many in the civilian sector are not
that competitive." But now that
competitiveness is taught in a
humane fashion. Cadets have
many responsibilities, and while
they "are pulled in different direc-
tions it is important that they are
not drawn and quartered."
Through 1959and 1963,amassive
building campaign was conducted
at the Academy by Admiral
Leamy. In the book, Athens and
Sparta, one of Combs' favorite
authors, Lovell, presents the thesis
that within institutions there are
persons who function as change
agents, and Combs called Leamy
one such change agent in the his-
tory of the Academy. In Rear
Admiral Matteson and Captain
Combs, the Coast Guard has found
two more such change agents.
These twc men work diligently
tovether to promote both social
justice and moral responsibility.
! -
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Louise Brown, dean of freshmen, lifts her daughter Abigail to greet the Connecti-
cut College mascot on the sidelines at Saturday's Homecoming soccer game.
Who Belongs to That Voice?
could save in taxes! Consider all
the confusion and waste that would
be eliminated. Unfortunately, it
would be a very impersonal bu-
reaucracy, to say \he leasL Con-
sider talking to Aspen's brother
when applying for a marriage li-
_cense from City Hall.
Aspen and all of her computer
friends are slowly taking over the
world. Aspen has taken someone's
job. An unemployed operator out
there must be angry because he
was replaced by an automated
speech exchange network, Auto-
mation has not only affected the
phone industry; autoworkers in De-
troit, vegetable canners in Win-
nemuca, Nebraska, and dairy farm-
ers in Iowa have all felt the intru-
sion of technology.
It is interestipg to note how
computers have intruded upon our
everyday lives. Toyotas literally
suggest disengaging the parking
break as well as putting on a
seatbelt while Nikon cameras in-
by Jed Low
Features Editor
Aspen is the mechanical woman
who sl"'aks to uson \he "''''phone.
She intorms us of:our messages,
helps US locate fellow students,
notifies us of system errors, and
performs numerous other helpful'
and gracious services. She is
wholehearted! y devoted to reme-
dying any of our telecommunica-
tions problems, expect for last
week. Sheisalwayscompliant,al-
ways polite, and can be depended
upon twenty-four hours a day. In
otherwords,sheistheantithesisof
what it means to be human.
One might consider her the per-
fect bureaucrat; no one has to pay
her, she is never late to work.she
needs no health benefits or coffee
breaks, and does not require an
office with a view. Maybe As-
pen's family and friends should
replace our entire bureaucracy.
Imagine how much money we
India t-shirt India bedspreads
27 West Main Street
Mystic. Connecticut 06355
(203) 536-1943
structrhe amateur photographer to
rewind film properly. Before we
know it, televisions will tell view-
ers to go read a book.
It is beginning to seem that com-
puters are superior to humans in
more areas than once thought.
Aspen and her friends will un-
doubtedly take more human jobs.
But that is the price oftechnology.
If we are going to modernize, we
must replace people.
I wonder what Aspen does when
she is not helping a human. Imag-
ine existing only when you are talk-
ing or instructing someone. Yes, of
course, she is alive all the time ; tlU;:;;;;':'rt:I'rj·t!P;U
somewhere in the depths of com-
puter memory. But does she think
whensheissilent? Ordoesshesim-
ply cease to exist? I feel sorry for
her; she has no beliefs, thoughts, or
emotions. She is simply noises
generated by a machine, a poor
facsimile of a human.
On the other hand, she is spared
of the lunacy of life. She is never
depressed or enlightened, hurt or
happy. She is simply turned off.
The next time Aspen is speaking
to you, pity her meager existence.
But realize she is considered a bet-
ter employee than a human. Also,
consider that when you hang up,
she no longer exists.
Questlons?
Contact Chad Mead
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~~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~~~~~~~~~~~'College Applauds Wiesel J
and Alumna Hess Myers i..
lhal we mustleam in order 10know; that we ~
musrleamin order IOteaeh; finally, and most ::
importantly, we must learn in order 10do; .<"
she said. ~
Jean Handley, '48, chair of the Board of ~
Trustees, and Dorothy James, provost and ."
dean of faculty, presented Wiesel with an <ll
honorary doctorate from Connecticut Col- ~
lege.
Gaudiani's introduction was very memo-
rable for Wiesel. Saying that a writer should
be introduced with his own words, the presi-
dentoratedoneof Wiesel'sshort stories, "The
Waleh." In conclusion of the ceremony, Gau-
diani gave Wiesel a watch 10symbolize his
friendship with the college community.
Lacing his speech with humor, Wiesel
said, "I'm afraid that if I was a candidate for
the chair in my name, I wouldn't get it."
NEWS
• Clbes, Jr. graceful y accepts his e eat
Cibes Addresses Supporters
ConJiNUdfromp.l "a little bit short," according to Pelto. He
Cibes, a strong party supporter and per-continued 10 state that voting trends in the
sonal friend of O'Neill, did not declare his First District were "not going the way that we
candidacy until March, after the governor needed it to." _
had announced that he would not seek an- By 9:30, the atmosphere was subdued as
olher term. later returns were indicative of a strong
O'Neill refused to officially endorse either Morrison victory. One supporter dejectedly
Democratic candidate until after the primary. stated, "We lost control .. ."right around
Maggiore supported this action since O'Neill twenty after nine."
represents a tired old regime in the minds of Cibes arrived at the headquarters at 9:35.
many voters. He stated, "If O'Neill [had] He was accompanied by his wife Peg and
actually committed to Cibes, it would proba- daughep<,ia. He immediately began 10speak,
bly [have] hun Cibes more than ..• help." thanking-~staff and supporters. He pro-
Another result of Cibes'Iate entry into the ceeded 10 cong...tulate his opponent "for a
race was his low name recognition among sweeping victory in the state of Connecticut"
state voters. Campaign manager Jonathan and concede his loss.
Pelto, a political coordinator for the state Cibes stated that "we should all be very
Democratic party and Assistant Majority proud" of the outcome of the campaign. He
LeaderofthestateHouseofRepresentatives, then pledged his support 10 the Democratic
struggled with about 20 staff members to party, explaining, "We all want a governor
overcome Cibes' low profile in the state with who can get the job done. That is an ideal that
little funding in a short period of time. Their all Democrats cherish."
efforts seemed to payoff, as a direct correla- He continued, "I will always beaDemocrat
tion was noted between areas where Cibes ... [and] we will all stand behind the standard
and his staff campaigned heavily and areas bearer of the Democratic party ... I think we
where he won a large majority of votes. all need to unite behind the principles of the
Early returns Tuesday night were strongly Democratic party."
skewed in favor of Cibes. Results began Cibes concluded his speech by stressing
trickling in at 8:30 p.m., and Cibes carried the fact that the issues he raised in his cam-
many of the first towns with a210 I margin. paign would not disappear and that his politi-
The atmosphere at his campaign headquar- cal career was not over. He quoted William
ters in Hanford was jubilant. Lloyd Garrison, thefounder of the anti-slav-
By 8:55, however, Pelto had lost much of erypublication The Liberator, who provided
the early optimism as it became clear that ·Cibes' campaign motto: "I will not equivo-
Cibes was not carrying the essential First cate, Iwill not excuse, I will not retreat a
District. The returns by that time were falling single inch, and I will be heard."
ConJi.-Jfr_p·l
hearts of the world to awaken and arise 10 a
new consciousness.
Gaudiani opened the ceremony by wel-
coming the honored guests and the audience
with a few words in Yiddish.
She said Wiesel challenges individuals to
"reach out with compassion, and toovercome
hatred" just as he has done within his own
life. She later added, " [he has] emerged from
the kingdom of night in order to keep the
memory alive.
Gaudianl creditedJo Ann Hess Myers, '67,
who donated the generous $1.4 million to
establish the chair, and other members of the
group, who had seen the need for Judaic stud-
ies and planned for five years the endowment
of such a chair .
Myers addressed the audience expressing
her pride 10 be involved in this new step for
the college. "The Jewish tradition teaches us
SovietWriters Transcend
Language Barriers
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ing Soviet writers are much lower now. But,
Golishev was quick to point out that the effect
of such boundaries is not important in the
outward sense but in "how they affect the
creative force within."
When asked their reactions as writers to the
new freedoms for print in the Soviet Union,
Beck replied, "Whal isbeing written now is .
.. wonderful, unheard of ... outof the cellar."
AJJ an editor, Beck encourages the young
poets she publishes, "all that is young, inde-
pendent, and talented." She also remarked
that many Russian "journals are busy trying
to repay the debt." Meaning that they are
trying topublish the "poetry kept in drawers."
Popov described his interests as a writer in-
volving "the sensory world ... the colorful
and the grotesque." He explained his style of
writing by describing it origins.
"Our life in the Soviet Union varies mark-
edly from life in the United States. They say
we in Russia live in a madhouse. That is why
in the U.S.S.R. it is much easier to become a
surrealistic writer. Since childhood we are
told we are surrounded by enemies ... should
we open up the icebox there may be an
enemy; said Popov.
One question concerned whether the au-
thors believed that in the absence of the
struggle between Soviet
writers and the State
would change the Soviet style of writing.
Golishev responded, "The matter is not the
pressure on the individual but how he [the
individual] allows this pressure 10 enter his
psyche,"
Brodsky said, "The great things that have
emerged from the \!Cns of Russian writers ..
. came into being long before the revolution.
Art ... the genius doesn't need history.n
If !here were a black spot on !he program,
it would be found in the poor attendance at
the symposium events.
One student expressed his astcnishment,
"There is a Nobel laureate at our school
willing to answer anything we ask! Where is
everybody?"
Beck remarked that in Russia poets are
revered by the people, "People would be
hanging from lamps to hear Brodsky in
Russia."
One explanation for this was provided by
Brodsky, "A great deal of Russian poetry did
not see the dark of print" and so was memo-
rized by the people.
There is a great contrast between this rap-
port and the very minimal effect American
poets 'have on society in the United States.
Brodsky said, "The plight of the American
poet is a wonderful one ... It causes a poet 10
think 'What am I doing this for?" According
to Brodsky, being away from the limelight is
a much "healthier situation for ts."
Robert BaldwiD, ~t professor of an history, used an ACLs TntveIIO Foreign Conferences Gram
to deliver a paper titled "Textile Aesthetics in Early Nethedandisb Painting" at the 10lh IntemationaI
History Congress in Leuveo, August24. Tbepaperhasbeenpub\i8bedintheProceedillgs,editedby Fmc
Aerts and John Munro. Leaven Univeris!y PresS, 1990.
Joan C. Chrisler, assistant professor ofpsycboIogy. presented "Teaching the Psycltology of Women's
Health" at the meeting of the International Council ofPsycbologists in Tokyo, Japan.
Dirk Held, associate professor of classics, has been awarded an NEB-funded ttaveI grant 108Ilend an
intemationalsymposiumonDionysusincuItartandIiterature.ThesymposiumissponsoredbytheCenter
for Programs in the Hurnanilies of VlTginia Polytechnic Instittlte and State University.
DorQthy James, provost and dean of faculty, published an article, •A Team Approach to Minority
Recruitment," inAGB Reports, lhe Journal of lire Association of Governing Board of Universities &
Colleges, JuIy/AllgJ!SlI990.
Sara Lee Silbel'lllllll, associate professor of historY, had bet article, "Pioneering in Family-Cenlered
tdatern,ity:JUldhtfantCare: EdithB •.Jactsonand theYaIeRoamiDg-InRcsean:hProject,· published in the
$Untlnet1990 is$tIe of tb!lBlflletill 0/Histot'yofMtldiciIUI.
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MSSC memben moet quarterly with the Board otTrustees
MSSC Maintains Strength in
Diversification Efforts
by CbrII McDaIIleJ
_.N ....EdI...
Devoted 10 improving the environment
and curriculum for minority students on
campus, the Minority Student Steering
Committee (MSSC) bas played a major role
in diversifying the college since its inception
four years ago.
On February 20, 1986, concerned mem-
bers of UMOJA and SOAR submitted a
"Statement of Expression" 10 Oakes Ames,
former president of the college. This docu-
ment was intended 10 inform the administra-
tion of problems faced by students of color
and other minority students at Connecticut
College.
The lack of seriousness displayed by the
adminisuaU.on and \be failure of _ al-
tempts 10 communicale concerns with the
administration frustrated the students.
In light of the importance of the issues, the
students decided that more drastic measures
were warranted. This strong concern for the
welfare of students of color and other minor-
ity students led 10what is now known as the
Fanning Hall takeover of 1986.
The takeover of Fanning Hall was instru-
mental in the creation of an established or-
ganization designed to keep the administra-
tion informed of minority student's needs.
This organization, MSSC, bas been respon-
sible for many changes to the Connecticut
College campus.
Some notable achievements of the MSSC
include the establishment of an affirmative
action policy, the relocation of Unity House
10main campus, social sensitivity training for
staff, changes in college curriculum. minor-
ity scholars conferences, and increased mi-
nority student representation on campus.
According 10 Grissell Hodge, director of
Unity House,MSSCspastaccornplishments
are continually matched by current efforts.
Some major concerns are the need for more
minority faculty members, not just visiting
professors, and permanent curriculum
changes that would reflect greater represen-
ration of minority groups.
As for the future of MSSC. Hodge hopes
that the committee will "be able 10 maintain
the high level of productivity" it bas demon-
strated in the pasL Also, Hodge believes that
it is time that the administration takes more of
an active role in minority student affairs,
Illlher than relying on the work and pressure
from the MSSC 10 get things done.
In an interview with Sabrina Durand, '92,
chair of MSSC, and Masuko Tamura, '92,
president of CCASA and former chair of
MSSC, Durand discussed some of the future
goals of the MSSC.
The committee would like to see minority
advisors in counseling services, a more di-
verse faculty, changes in the school curricu-
lum, and revisions to the racial harrassment
policy.
Tamura and Durand concurred that it was
necessary to implement the changes that the
MSSC desires in order to attract and retain
minority students on campus.
Durand noted that despite the administra-
tion's desire 10 prepare students for the
"global decade. "the curriculum currentlyre-
fleets a European, rather than world. view-
point.
Although Tamura and Durand stress that
many major changes need to be made on
campus, they believe that the administration
is genuinely interested in working with the
MSSC. Tamura only criticized the fact that
"it is such a slow process" and that the ad-
ministration should try 10 initiate change on
its own rather than rely-
ing too heavily on
MSSC initiatives.
In conclusion.Durand
expressed concern over
the fact that faculty were
not signing up for the
racial awareness work-
shops that she believes
should be mandatory.
Tamara agreed, saying,
"If professors are igno-
rant about minority is-
sues ... then the students
will be as well."
MSSC meetings are
held at Unity on Fridays
at 3:00 p.m. Anyone
interested is welcome.
Th® CaJm®~
Heard " " "
"I'm still down credits, and I find myself taking golf twice."
-Tod Mercy, '91
"Hobbes, I hope you've all caug/ll on. isjust a
Sluffed tiger,"
-June Macklin, professor of anthropology
~
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College Plans One of
1 470 Vigils for Children
, .•. al"
tory mtecnons, m nutnuon, water and
sanitation, the rights of children and educa,
tion.
Over 1470 vigils in 75 countries have
beenorganized for Sunday in observance of
the Summit
The vigil at the Connecticut College loca- .
tion will be held on Sunday at 8:00 p.m. on
the green behind
Harkness Chapel.
The vigil is being
organized by Steve
Schmidt, chaplain of
the college, Anais
Troadec, director of
OYCS, Bonnie Alli-
son, professor of
child development,
Jenn Freeman, '93,
SGA public relations
director, and Jackie
Soteropoulos, '92;
president of SOAR
and house senator of
Blackstone.
At the SGA As-
sembly meeting on
Thursday, members
voted unanimously in
support of a resolu-
tion sponsored by Freeman upholding the
planned efforts on behalf of children in the
United States and the world.
Freeman said in the resolution, "If the
World Summit is successful, ifthere is com-
o mitrnent to eradicate the shameful large-
scale deaths and widespread malnutrition of
theworld'schildren, we will be giving a gifl
to the people of the new century."
In addition 10 attending the vigil,
UNICEFrepresentatives urge individuals to
become involved by educating themselves
about the situation of children, supporting
organizations working for children, press-
ing for political changes and encouraging
employers 10 provide child care and mater-
nity leave options.
1 by Sarah HUDtley
News Editor
SEl'fEMBER 23 ',1~9'IO",-!!I!'r'P!l
•
Correction:
Ii; ;;"
World 5ununit for Children
Membersofthecollegeandlocalcommu-
nities willjoin individuals galliering worl~-
wide on Sunday, September 23 in a VIgIl
recognizing the desperate plight of ~hildren
and the issues to be addressed by mterna-
tional leaders at the
World Summit for
Children.
The Summit, sched-
uled for September29-
30, will bring leaders
from over 74 countries
together at the United
Nations to discuss for
the first time the myr-
iad issues affecting
children in the 1990s.
This meeting has
been described by na-
tional vigil organizers 0
"the largest gathering
of heads of stale and
government in his-
tory."
According to a
UNICEF pamphlet on
the event, "The overall
aim of the World Summit is to. put children
high and fmnly on the agenda of the 1990s,
giving them priority - or 'first call' - on the
world's resources in good times or bad, war
or peace."
Statistics show that40,OOO of the world's
childen die each day from malnutrition and
vaccine preventable diseases. In the United
States, one in every five children lives in
poverty. Between 9 million and 12 million
American children have no health insur-
ance. Globally, nearly 100 million primary
school age children are not enrolled in an
education program.
Some of the targets expected to be ad-
dressed at the international meeting are uni-
versal child immunization, acute respira-
In the article titled, "High School Students Glimpse Bright Future,"
(September II, 1990), the position of Leon Dunklin, '90, was incorrect
Dunklin was student coordinator of the program. The assislantcoordina_
tors were Mario Laurenzi, '90, and Tracy Veal, '90 .
,...--- - ~--~--- -- ------- ......- -
NEWS
Finance Committee Starts Review of Club JRequests for Student Activities Funds . ~
$217.350.00. Septernberl2 deadline. S
The criteria for allocating the money are divided into two This year. to be eligible for financial assistance. a club !f
mainpans,explainedSandner. The firstcriteria is the factual needs to havearegisteredconstitution approved byConnecti- -.""As the new school year begins, the 1990-91 Finance Com- criteria. which includes "fund-raising efforts in the past. the cut College. Sandner also said that "clubs that are exclution- -
mittee is busy at work allocating monies to the various club's purpose in continuing. its history of debt. and the ary •... such as the Co Co Beaux" are not eligible for funds. ~
campus organizations. neccesity of (individual club's) requests." Any new clubs. orclubs that missed the deadline. may still be
The student population each year determines the total The second one is based on the "concept" of the club. able to receive fmancial assistanee if they approach theboard. l
amount of money available. Funds are $135 per student, an "Although they dnn't apply to all clubs," said Sandner. ' we Such clubs may beable to obtain aid from the "Club Improve- .•
increase of five dollars from last year. included within each look at diversity awareness, campus-wide relevance. and ment Fund." This money is usually allocated at a later date. ee
student's tuition. According to Michael Sandner, '91, SGA faculty/student interaction," Private hearings were held thispastweekend between each
vice president and Finance Committee chair. the Registrar One complaint this year was ofa lack of publicity on of the organization and the Finance Committee. The committee
and Accounting office estimates this year's campus popula- deadline for budget requests. Sandner agreed that "this was will the hold executive sessions September 19-21 and 24 to
tion to be 1,610 students, setting the working budget at aproblem. Notenough clubs pre-registered last spring." This. determine the fund allocation.
~::...::..=-..:..c=-==:::;:::"':=~-=:""::":::=~=.'::.:-=_2:":":'= he said, was due to the absence of Trudy Flanery, After the committee makes its decisions. the house sena-
last year's coordinator of student activities, for tors will receive the budget Students are encouraged to voice
the last few weeks of the semester. Because the their opinions about the budget with their senators before
lack of pre-registered clubs. Sandner and other SGA votes on the proposal on September 27. If the SGA
members of the Finance Committeeeouid not approves the budget. it will be taken to each dorm for final
contact people this fall. Signs were posted student input and a dorm vote.
around campus and an all-campus mailing was Upon student approval, the funds will be distributed ac-
done. cordingly, and organizations can begin activities for the
Thirty-sevenclubsfI1edbudgetrequestsbythe academic year.
by Jon F1oolmore
The College Voice
Voice Mail Collapses
by Cbris McDaniel
Assoclate News Editor
"Good afternoon. This is your
system manager, it is Wednesday
September 12 at 4:45 p.m. The
voice mail system has been re-
paired and is fully operational once
again. Mailboxes affected by this
problem may have had some mes-
sages deleted. If so. when you call
into your mailbox you will receive
notification of which messages
were deleted. Again, thank you for
your patience in this matter."
This information was sent
through the voice mail system on
September 12, made possible by
the phone system's innovative
"administrative options" feature.
This was an unexpected tum of
events for the new phone system.
The system had been flickering
day before the actual collapse of
voice mail attributed to disk drive
burnout. at approximately 8 am,
on September 12.
According toTom Makofske, di-
rectorof computer and information
services. the failure "wasn't ex-
pected."
He attributed this to the fact that
"new systems exercise a lot" and
did not find the collapse bewilder-
ing.
The disk drive which failed was
under a one year manufacturer's
warranty and cost nothing to re-
place. In addition. if some part of
the system were to fail aftertheone
year warranty had expired. the
college has purchased mainte-
nance contracts.
Makofske said that the college
would be watching the system
"closely."
Further telecommunications
developments occurred this week.
After a number of unsuccessful
attempts by s to contact Makofske
regarding the lack of promised op-
tions for student leaders. they went
directly to his office in Bill Hall.
Mary Beth Holman. '91. presi-
dent of the senior class. stated the
students' concerns that options
such as group distribution had not
been activated.
Makofske was unaware that the
options had not been activated and
took names and extensions of the
students who needed the options.
The students were able to use
their new options within two hours
of the meeting with Makofske.
SGA Sends Letter Urging
More Sensitive Scheduling
ContifUUdfromp.l
Yankwitt expressed frustration
over a lack of response from Gau-
diani to his phone calls and corre-
spondence concerning the matter.
The house senator mailed a let-
ter to Gaudiani last week express-
ing his concerns. Yankwitt thinks
the college may have wanted Par-
ents'Weekend tocoincide with the
YoYoMaconcert "I feelthatcer-
lain things are more important
than a good concert and college
prestige." he said.
Julie Quinn. director of college
relations. acknowledged that
some students are reluctant to re-
turn to college for Parents' Week-
end so quickly after the holiday,
but explained that there were lim-
ited scheduling options.
"This year just got very
crowded," she said, "This was
really the only weekend that it
[Parents' Weekend] fit in,"
She said that the committee did
discuss the closeness of dates and
"There was not a lack of consid-
eration [for Rosh Hashanah],"
'.}&OksbqP:& Libra~>,:
;& ColleeiaSlianley .'
....Lmll!l RJticka .
.JiJlie'rarasJ<a (Appoin~d).. ..,: .."
At this week's marathon five hour SGA Assembly meeting, commiuee elections were held
and three proposals were passed.
Russ Yankwitt, '92. house senator of Windham, presented a resolution which urges the
administration to use more "foresight and sensitivity inplanning future events." This resolution
resulted from disatisfaction over the coinciding dates of Parents' Weekend and the Jewish high
holiday. Rosh Hoshanab.
SGA hopes to ensure that future school events are not held on religious holidays. After a few
alterations, the resolution was passed. It will be sent to Claire Gaudiani, '66, president of the
college. Robert Hampton. dean of the college, Joseph Tolliver. dean of Student Life and Aaron
Rosenberg. associate chaplain of the college.
A proposal. sponsored by leon Freeman, '93. \>ublic relations<llrecIOt, was -pas<lelle"\'te&"'t\&
SGA's support of children's rights and the United Nations convention on the plight of the child
in today's society. Freeman asked for the support of SGA of a candlelight vigil focusing world
attention on the plight of children and on the solutions to some universal problems that children
encounter in their development
The proposal was unanimously passed. The vigil will be held on September 23 at 8p.m. on
the Chapel Green.
The third proposal, submitted by Mike Sandner. '92. vice president of SGA, clarifies the
processes of constitutional revisions and ratifications. The proposal. which passed 24-1, states
that all clubs and organizations have to ratify their constitutions before they receive SGA
funding. Revisions to the constitutions must be approved by the Constitution Committee. Also.
they may be brought before the Assembly for approval by a majority vote of the Constituion
Committee.
~re &Mo~ograph:
TocfMercy .'.
JilnWalker
Katrina Sanders .
Ad·Hoe im Studenfliov::
,> . Collee:nSbanIey
.......~ ,~!!~~;;\;~:.·•··.··.·.i
Please Note: Committee electious ror the Dean's Grievauce Committee and the Student-at-
Large positions OD the Philip Goldberg Internship Committee will be held on Thursday.
�ARTS&ENTERTMNMENT
l=================================
MONDAY
3:00-6:00 A.M. Jonathan Morris. New.
6:00-9:00 A.M. Bill O'Donnell. New.
9:00-Noon Dog. 60's Folk.
Noon-3:00 P.M. Kathy A. New.
3:00-6:00 P.M. Brian Swain. Bluegrass/Folk.
6:00-9:00 P.M. Adam Furchner. Various.
9:00 - Midnight Dead Air. Rock.
Midnight-3:00 A.M. Nick & Jules. Eclectic.
WEDNESDAY
3:00-6:00 A.M. piml Huppert. New.
6:00-9:00 A.M. James Banta. Classical.
9:00-Noon Leigh Graves. Various.
Noon-3:00 P.M. Ray Ellis.
Country.
3:00-6:00 P.M. Chuck Jones.
Eclectic.
6:00-9:00 1>.M.Yukon &Ma-
goo. Whackola.
9:00 - Midnight Rob Kanabis.
New/Rock.
Midnight-3:00 A.M. Brian
Doherty & Chris Nahawaty. Blues.
FRIDAY
3:00-6:00 A.M. Kevin Kornreich. Jazz /
Fusion.
6:00-9:00 A.M. SJ. Williams. Women's.
9:00-Noon Torn Cloherty. Hardcore.
Noon-3:00 P.M. Jen & Christy. New.
3:00-6:00 P.M. Rick Wrigley. Old Wave.
6:00-9:00 P.M. Matt James.New Rock.
9:00 - Midnight Joe Cioni. Rap.
Midnight-3:oo A.M. Neil, Ben & Jeremy.
Blues/Bluegrass.
'"iCJrvC:J{J Announces Its New Fall Schedule
~
&
~
"
~
REQUEST LINE
NUMBERS
439-2850 or
439-2851
91.1 FM
TUESDAY
3:00-6:00 A.M. Jason Rosenberg. Eclectic.
6:00-9:00 A.M. Adam Cave. Jazz.
9:00-Noon Toga. Eclectic.
Noon-3:00 P.M. Mark Steinberg. Blues.
3:00-6:00 P.M. Anne Castellano. New.
6:00-9:00 P.M .. Tim McDonough. Reggae
9:00-Midnight. Bob Butler. Metal
Midnight-S'Ou A.M. Haik Sahakian. Eclectic.
THURSDAY
3:00-6:00 A.M. Kathy B. Eclectic.
6:00-9:00 A.M. Grippo. Gay.
9:00-Noon Kristy Tyndall. New.
Noon-3:00 P.M. Robert Zeigler.
Reggae.
3:00-6:00 P.M. Carl Levinson.
Eclectic.
6:00-9:00 P.M. Taylor
Hubbard.Eclectic.
9:00 - Midnight Mahavishnu Jim.
Wild Kingdom.
Midnight-3:00 A.M. Larry & Larry.
Industrial.
SATURDAY
3:00-6;00 A.M. Rachel Dolan. New/Hardcore.
6:00-9:00 A.M. Christine Bobbish. Acoustic.
9:00-Noon Bill Bingham. Political.
Noon-3:00 P.M. Rich Zeitlin~ Classical.
3:00-6:00 P.M. Professor Dread. Jazz.
6:00-9:00 P.M. Malcolm Jules.Dance.
9:00 - Midnight Day Post. Dance.
Midnight-3:oo A.M. Pat Trainor. Comedy.
SUNDAY
3:00-6:00 A.M. Sarah McCabe. Eclectic.
6:00-9:00 A.M. Robin Bashinsky. New.
9:00-Noon Cassandra Harris. Gospel.
Noon-3:00 P.M. Jansen Calamita. Blues/Jazz.
3:00-6:00 P.M. Brother John. Reggae. .
6:00-9:00 P.M. Bridgett & Keith. Eclectic.
9:00 - Midnight Phil Siena & Chip Miller. Jazz.
Midnight-3:00 A.M. Paul & Harold.
History of Sound.
po .The Latest Line on the Latest Movies
J.C. Gives Life
to Death Warrant
by Dan Seligson and Sean Bien
The College Voice
JAWS: THE REVENGE (PO)
Believe it or not, Michael Caine missed receiving an Oscar to film this asinine excuse for a
sequel. The mechanical grey terror is back, and this time it's personaL That's right. A shark
with the mental capacity of a garden slug follows the remaining Brody clan (sans Roy
Scheider) from the freezing winter waters of Cape Cod all the way to the Caribbean in three
days. See the shark eat Chief Brody, Jr., for Christmas dinner! Scream as the shark attacks
innocent tourists vacationing on crowded beaches! Laugh as the murderous shark munches
on airplanes and powerboats! We do not claim to know Michael Caine very well, but we
would assume that he is extremely embarrassed to star in this dud. We do not blame him and
neither will you if you are unfortunate enough to rent it.
DAN • SEAN no stars
THE TlllNG (R)
This movie, a John Carpenter remake of the 1950's classic of the same name, is pure,
unadulterated barfbag mania. However, you will enjoy being nauseous through this one. It
is exciting, suspenseful, and has the potential to scare
the living daylights out of you. Ennio Morricone
adds an eerie soundtrack as well. Kurt Russell and
Keith David lead a cast of Antarctic pioneers who
spend the first half of the movie getting high, drunk,
playing computer chess, and flying helicopters in 40-
knot winds. They spend the second half running
away from an intelligent alien chameleon whose ap-
parent goal is to overrun the planet In addition, this
flick contains an overbearingly tense scene which in-
volves everyone being tied together and a blood test
This is male bonding at its most stressful, and the gory
and amazing special effects make it a feast for the
eyes. Itwould be a horror to miss it.
DAN •••• SEAN ···1(2
BAD INFLUENCE (R)
Theonly redeeming value of this movie is its uninten-
tional irony, as "bad influence" Rob Lowe ruins his
nerdy friend's (James Spader) life with a videotape of
Spader enjoying the pleasures of a friendly neighbor-
hood prostitute. Lowe a bad infloence? HA! HA!
HA! They should have called this Bad Acting. Poor
Dan could not get past the first fifteen minutes of this
ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT ~
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• An innocent stranger leans up against a telephone pole, :
:casually smoking a cigarette. Three men approach him, •
ostaring at him menacingly. The stranger calmly flicks his The plot of Death Warrant is actually quite complex for:
:cigarette into the gutter, '.'Go away and leave me alone," he a "fight" flick. Jean Claude, a Canadian police officer, is 0
• warns them in a voice with just a trace of a French accent. being sent into a Los Angeles jail undercover to investigate:
:Oneofthe men pulls aknife. They close in. Things look bad a series of murders there. As the movie unfolds more and 0
of or the stranger. Suddenly, the man swats the knife away more suspects are added and deleted, and as J.C: kicks and:
°and kicks the leader in the chest. Almost simultaneously he punches his way towards fmdingthekiller, he discovers that 0
: throws his right elbow into another attacker's nose. In about it's not the prisoner> who are doing the killing, it's the cops.:
: 1.5 seconds, the tide has been turned, and the one conscious And as soon as the cops know he's onto their secret, they·
obad guy left goes screaming into the night. decide he has to be eliminated. So they send in the world's:
o The bad guys never stand a chance, because the man most violent and unstoppable criminal, The Sandman. The 0
:leaning up against the telephone pole is Jean Claude Van final confrontation between The Sandman and Jean Claude:
·Damme, America's newest hero. J.C. is setting a new stan- in the depths of the prison boiler room is perhaps the most 0
:dard in the action movie biz. He has Arnold's physique, exciting climax to a movie I have ever seen. :
oBruce Lee's lightning quickness, and, unlike his contempo- I'll tell you folks, this movie is worth seeing. It has plenty 0
:raries, is a decent actor. Evefsince his first hit, B/ood Sport, of bone crunching, eye gouging, and all the other action:
0Jean Claude Van Damme cannot churn out movies fast movie stand-bys anybody could want, all centered on an.
:enough to keep up with his ever growing collection of exciting and innovative plot. If there is one complaint, it's:
odevoted fans. This latest picture, though not a classic like that not once in this movie did Jean Claude' do one of his 0
:Blood Sport, should be enough to satiate his devotees for at famous splits. But hey, nobody, and no movie is, perfect.:
oleast a few months. Catch you all next week. Later. •· .o . 0••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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SEPTEMEMBER 2l1J
Oliva Hall: Film Society presents Hairspray (1988), directed 18
by John Waters and featuring Divine, Sonny Bono, and c
Deborah Harry. $2.50, 8 p.m.
FRID AY ;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
SEPTEMBER 21
Oliva Hall: Film Society presents John Water's Pink Rlamin-
gos (1972), starring Divine and David Zachary. $2:50, 7 p.m .
and 9:30.
Palmer Auditorium: Concert &Artist Series presents Yo-Yo
Ma & Emanuel Ax, virtuoso cello/piano duo. Call box office
for ticket information, 439-ARTS, 8 p.m.
SATURDAY
SEPTEMBER 22
Palmer Auditorium: Castle Court Cinema presents The
Freshman (I990), starring Marlon Brando &Matthew Brod-
erick. $2.50, 7:30 p.m.
East Studio, Crozier Williams Center: Theatre Department
Class Workshop presents "Vaclav Havel: Living In Truth,"
with Anne-Alex Packard, movement director, $2.00, 8 p.m,
Crozier Williams Center: Parent's Weekend Gala, tradi-
tional event, all welcome. Science-fiction theme. Light
refreshments offered. Until midnight
The Right Hand. Video Corner
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. poor excuse to waste studio money. Even poorer Sean wasjust too tired to press "stop," so
he saw the entire movie. Bad is a good adjective for this movie, which had bad acting, bad
editing,areaIIy bad screenplay (absolutely no character development), a bad soundtrack, and
bad directing. Leave this Lowe flop off your lisi of must-see new releases.
DAN no review SEAN no such luck
PRINCE OF DARKNESS (R)
John Carpenter did great "Things" earlier in his career but this attempt lacks in major
departments, Mainly, this movie just is not scary. It tries to combine the satanic mastery of
The Exorcist with the religious fervor of The Seventh Sign. Unfortunately, it is unsucessful
in both. Instead of creating tension or suspense, Carpenter opts for bloody faces popping onto
the screen and spaced out street schizos (one of which is rock legend Alice Cooper) running
outof alleys with knives. The movie is not satanic enough for our tastes. Ithas your standard
projectile vomiting and basic possession, but it is not done as craftily as it could be. The plot
is rather foolish, and the soundtrack (composed by John Carpenter) is annoying. Theacting
is passable. Victor Wong has the lead role as an open-minded physics professor, and Donald
Pleasance co-stars as a terrified priest Stick with Carpenter's non-religious and mindlessly
violent films,
DAN·· SEAN··
INTERNAL AFFAIRS (R)
Richard Gere stars as a twisted and corrupt policeman who fornicates with most of the married
women in the greater L.A. area. Hisnernesisis played by Andy Garcia(Untouchab/es,B/ack
Rain), who looks surprisingly like Mark Frieberger, '92. The supporting roles "(ere all filled
by no-name beauties, who seem to enjoy most of their on-screen appearences with Gere. It
is a well-written script about deception, bribery, corruption and adultery, most of which
revolves around Gere. Richard Gere fans may not enjoy this one, as the actor plays one of
the biggest scum bags to grace the screen in years. Watch it prepared for incredibly twisted
violence. Gere's acting was incredibly convincing, and Garcia showed signs of a true star.
"Gere up" for a great time.
DAN ***1/2 SEAN ***1/2 (ralings lUI based 011aJive·sltU' ICtlh)
You told us
keep it simple
and make it eas~
We listened.
LA~-1F
:;;:
~ ~'',. II' Ir And the result is the easy-to-use~fJ~:!.j-. IBM Personal Syste~/2:" \yithits, 'preloaded software, mcluding ,
Microsoft" Windows'" 3.0, just turn on the PS/2@and you're
ready to go.Watch your ideas quickly come to life in papers,
graphics, lab reports and even spreadsheets.
Plus, you can easily work on more than one project at a
time. Simply click your mouse to choose from a variety of pro-
grams. And our special student price makes it easier to own.*
And if you buy before December 31, 1990, you'll receive
a TWA@Certificate entitling you to around-trip ticket for
$149**/$249.** Plus a free TWA Cetaway"
Student Discount Card application. You'll also
get a great low price on the PRODIGY@service. ,
Itwas easy making the IBM PS/2 easy ,
to use. You told us how and we listened.
==.=. .::tll- ----- - ---- - - ---=~=~=
COME VISIT THE CONNECTICUT COLLEGE
CAMPUS COMPUTER STORE LOCATED IN HAMIL TON HALL.
FIND OUT WHICH mM PS/2 SOLUTION IS RIGHT
FOR YOU.
"This otter is avadable only to qualified students, laculty. staff and institutions that purchase IBM Selected ecaoenc Solutions through participaling campus locations. Orders are subject to availability, Prices are subject 10Change and IBM may
Withdraw the ofler at any time withOut wntten nolice. ··VaJid for anyTWA destination Itllhe continental U.S. or Puerto Rico for travel September 16, 1990, through December 19, 1991, at the following round-trip lares: $149.00 round-trip for travel
from Septembef 16, 1990, through June 14, 1991, and September 16, 1991, through Decembef 19, 1991. $249.00 rouncHrip for travel June 15, 1991, through September 15, 1991. Seats are limited. Fare is non-refundable. 14 day advance purchase,
blackOut dates and certain other restrctons apply. Complele details wijl be shown on cemtcaie. Applicants forTWJ>:.sGetaway Student Discount Card must be full-time students between the ages of 16-26. ®IBM, Personal Systemj2 and PS/2
are registered trademarks of lntema1lO1lal Business MachlO8S Corporation. Microsoft is a registered trademark of Microsoft Corporation. TWA is a registered service mark olTrans World Airlines, Inc. TWA Getaway is a registered trademark ofTrans
World AIrlines, Inc. PRODIGY ISa registered service mark and trademark of Prodigy Services Company, a partnership of IBM and sears. "Wmdows is a trademark of Microsoft Corporation.
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Tennis Team
Embarks on
Season With
Two Victories
.~
::;;
!'o
8
""e:;----------
by Kim Krtss
Sports Edit ee
aDd
Carlos Garda
'The College Voice
Off 10a strong start, the women's
tennis team has an excellent chance
10 improve upon last season's rec-
ord of 4-5,
Coach Sheryl Yeary has a good
mix of both newcomers and veter-
ans on the squad. "I think there's a
really good balance between the
older people who provide the right
leadership and the five freshmen
who are technically and competi-
tively very solid," Yeary said.
The team is led by senior co-cap-
rains Sarah Hurst and Pinar Taskin.
Holding a lifetime record of 67-22
and looking to break more team
records this fall, Hurst is Conn's
number one player for the fourth
straight year.
The Camels opened their season
on the road this past Wednesday,
crushing Clark University 8-l.
RutS\. lenn\{et Preuss, '9'-, ~eIh~\
I
I
Grossman, '93, Carter
LaPrade, '92, and Katy
Jennings, '93, were all
victorious in ..ingles.
Hurst and Grossman
teamed up 10 win their
doubles match, as did .~
the teams of Christa ~Il;.l~----";"'-'"
Holohan, '94, and ~c
Christine Wadodo, '94, <.>
at number two and ~h.. ",=.. t.....,~--:.
Suzanne Larson, '92, ]
and Aimee ~
Beauchamp, '93 at j
number three. ~~~~~;:;:==~~~~=.c.....==...J
On Thursday. the Suzanne Larson, '92, serves the ball.
Camels faced Bryant in their first stands at 2-0, sihce their match against
home match of the season. Once Simmons scheduled for Saturday was
again, Conn showed no mercy as rained out. If these early matches are any
they demolished Bryant 8-1. indication, Coach Yeary and her troops
Hurst, Preuss, Grossman, La should have a great fall season.
Prade, Larson, and Michelle i=;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~~;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~;;;;;;;;;;;i;;;;;;;;~~;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~;;;;;;;;~;;;;;;~~;;;;~
Lachance, '94, all produced ~
singles wins. In doubles, Hurst
and Grossman, aswell as Jennings
and LaPrade teamed up for victo-
ries.
R\gbl now \he Camels' record
Ruggers Ready
for Fall Season
by Kim Kress
Sports Editor
The Rugby Club is looking
good as the members get set to em-
bark on their fall season. Under the
direction of team captains AnIOn
MaIko, '91, Jim Greenleaf, '91,
and the club president Tad Mercy,
'9 I, the team hopes to improve on
its spring record of3-2.
The possibility of this is excel-
lent since the club will play solely
against fellow Division IIIschools
for the first time, Last spring the
team won all its contests against
Division IIIopponents. Therefore,
according to MaIko, "This trans-
lates possibly into a successful
Campus
Representatives
Needed
Earn free trip and big
commissions by
selling vacation
packages to Cancun,
Mexixo, Nassau/Para-
dise island, Bahamas
& Jamaica.
For more
information call
toll free in or out-
side Connect tcut
at 800-975-8833
I r,
season."
Unfortunately, a lot of the
club's members who played in the
spring are now juniors and speod-
ing the semester smdying abroad.
In addition, as MaIko pointed out,
the team lost its entire second row
to graduation. However, a number
of players are returning 10 the team
and should be able to make up for
that loss.
Returning players for the 1990
fall rugby season are: Day Post,
'92, Adam Gimbel, '91, Doug
Hahn, '91, John Fahey, '92, Chris
Simo, '93, Andrew Hebler, '92,
Gregg Levinson, '91, Mike Sand-
ner, '91, Dan Dwy.er, '92, Andrea
Pandolfmi, '92, Rich Mullen, '92,
Pete Gerjarusak, '92, and Travis
Connors, '93.
Another good sign for the club
is that a number of freshmen have
decided to play rugby for the fall
season. These new members in-
clude Dave Dykeman, Josh Lev-
ine, Nicholas Swan,DavidBarron,
PeteEsselman,andDanaRousma-
niere, all members of the class of
'94.
The rugby club will be playing
seven games this fall. Home games
will be played on the green in back
of Freeman. If you love a hard-
hitting sport with lots of action
then rugby is for you. So get out
there and support your club rugby
team. It certainly will not be dull.
Do any of you sports fans realize that a free
dinner from L.A. Pizza is at stake here? Only
one set of answers was submitted last week,
and the guy who dropped itoff went 0-fer. This
week's easy. Hint: Use the Sunday New York
Times Sports section.
<C->-a:<Ct-
Ncn~t-
0. a:
·0<Ca.
.Jcn
This week's questions:
1. Name the newest
member of the ACC.
2. What Ivy League
school has had to cut 7
seven sports teams?
3. What Sunday afternoon NFL studio
show has fallen apart since a certain
"overpaid" broadcaster was cut?
4. What is the nickname held by the
Washington Redskins pass receiving
trio?
Send answers to box 5351 by Thursday
CarnelFa.U.Sports Action
"""w;':":';' fieldBodley;
Tue 9/18 atMt. Holyoke 3:30 p.m.
Sat 9/22 Bates 1:00 p.m.
Women's Soccer: Men's Soccer:
Tue 9/18 at Tufts 3:30 p.m. Tue 9/18 at Salve Regina 4:oop,m..
Sat 9/22 at Eastern Conn 11:00 a.m. Sat 9/22 at BowdQm 11:30 a.m.
Tennis:
Wed 9/19 at Trinity
Sat 9/22 Bates
3:00p.m.
1:30 p.ll1.
Men's & Women's
Cross Country:
Sat 9/22 at SMU Invitational 11:00 a.m,
Sports
Shorts
* Field Hockey: Improved
to 2-0. Abbey Tyson, '92,
scored the game's only
goal in a 1-0 victory over
Wesleyan.
* Volleyball: The Camels
are now 1- 2. Conn beat S t.
Joseph's 2 games to 1, but
lost to Hamilton, 2-0.
Amherst, who beat Conn 2-
1, won the Conn College
Invitational title.
* Women's. Soccer: went
2-0 this week, with wins
against Mt. Holyoke on
Tuesday 6-1, and against
Amherst on Saturdayl -0.
Volleyball:
Sat 9/22 at Trinity 11:00 a.m.
* Men's Cross
Country: Went
to 0-2 on Sat., fi-
nal totals were:
Wesleyan 30,
CGA 35, Conn
74. Top finish-
ers for Conn
were Andrew
Builder, '91, (3);
Matt DesJ ar-
dins, '92, (10);
and Jon Zobel,
'91, (14).
* Club Rugby: Won 10-7 over the Alumni on Saturday.
* Women's Cross Country: The Camels' record stands at
2-2. Final totals were: CGA 30, Wesleyan 69, Conn 81, Sim-
mons 87, and Wellesley 91. Top finishers for Conn were Lyn
Balsamo, '94, (10th); Leah Bower, '94, (13th); and Kathy
Havens, '93, (15th) ..
. I
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Talent and Enthusiasm
Abound on
Field Hockey Team
by John Fls<ber
The College Voke
The Connecticut College field hockey
team is looking forward to what could be one
of its best seasons ever. They have lost only
two seniors and are returning talented players
at every position.
Last year, the Camels had a record of 5-7-
I, though they played much better then the
record indicates. Four of their losses came by
only one goal, including a tough 2-1 overtime
loss to Southern Connecticut State. The sea-
son was highlighted by ao impressive 4-1
start as well as the team's first ever victory
over Trinity.
This should be ooe of their best seasoos
ever. Led by fourth-year head coach Anne
Parmenter, the Camels are ready to surpass
last season's success. Parmenter says, "The
girls know what it feels like to play tough
rivals like Trinity and Tufts. They have beeo
there before and are excited to revenge last
year's losses."
Parmenter is also very impressed with the
morale on the squad. " [Both IV and varsity 1
are a very tight group and are all friends off of
the field. There is a great sense of responsibil-
ity on the team, and they really support each
other well."
With fifteen returning players, the team is
strong and deepatall positions, On attack, the
Camels are led by Carter Wood, '93. Wood,
the leading goal-scorer in 1989, is joined by
Jenny Garbutl, '91. Garbutt is theninth-lead-
ing scorer in Camel history and should add
considerable firepower to the offense. Senior
Jill DelloStritto and Erica Bos, '92, round out
the attack position for Conn. Bas, whose
1989 season wascutshortby an injury, could
be a key contributor.
At midfield, the Camels also showcase
impressive returning talent. Sarah Ball, '93,
bad an strong rookie campaign and will be a
solid contibutor. Junior Abbey Tyson, last
year's leading scorer and team MVP will also
becontendable force. Kristen Martin, '91, is
Addressers wanted immediately!
No experience necessary.
Excellent pay! Work at home.
Call toll-free 1-800-395-3283
Best Fundraiser on Campus!
Looking for a student organiza-
'on that would like to make $500-
$1000 for a one-week on campus
marketing project. Must be
organized and hardworking, Call
ennifer or Kevin at 800-592-2121
FOR SALE:
IBM Compatible daisywheel
Printer. Excellent Condition.
'Best Offer. Call x4203
GET PAID at home. Legitimate
companies need homeworkers.
Send self-addressed stamped
envelope for details:
Homeworker, 675 Lionshead PI.
#417-W, Vail CO 81657
recovering from knee surgery and is expected
to make a strong comeback. Suzanne
Walker, '93, and Erin McLoughlin, '91, will
also see considerable playing time in this ex-
perienced unit.
The Camels, while strong on offense, can
also fall back on a reliable and consistent
defense. Senior co-captain Diane Stratton
leads the group, Amy Norris,'92, Nikki
Hennessey, '93. and Lauren Moran, '94. join
Stratton in Conn's defensive scheme. Goal-
ies Laurie Sachs, '92, and senior co-captain
Jen Schumacher will both see playing time in
net. Together, they hold almost every
goalkeeping record in the history of Conn
field hockey.
The Camels have already played their first
game of the season, defeating Assumption by
a score of 3-0, Wnod scored the Camels' first
goal of the game. Then, after Bas tallied for
the second goal, Wood finished up the scor-
ing with her second goal of the game, Conn is
now (1-0) on the year. Their next game is
Saturday, September 15 at Wesleyan.
The first home game for the Camels is on
September 22 against Bates. The Camels
play their home games on Dawley Field,
down by the river
behind the Athletic
Center. The team re-
ally needs your sup-
port, so show your
school spirit and
come watch your
field hockey team
win at home.
•
Tbe Intramural season gets into full
swing on Monday as the 6-a-side soccer
league begins play on Chapel Field. Tbe
flag Football league opened this past
Tuesday with twelve teams vying for the
Super Bowl title to be contested Nov. II.
Flag Football is comprised of two
very competitive divisions, the Gaudiani
Division features E.M. Airplanes, FW A,
Fall
Intramurals
Set to Begin
Hopkins' two TD passes. David, last (
year's Super Bowl champs, opened de- l
feuse of their crown by whipping a re-
spectabte frosh KBees squad, 28.{). Ken ~
Widman, '94, scored two TDs for David, !t
while Cristo Garcia, '92, threw for two ~
TDs, ran for one, and turned in an !NT on ..
defense. .<»
The 6-a-side soccer league will fea-
ture 14 teams. Coed
softball is also a new
sport this fall and
will feature 8 teams
playing on Sundays.
Another new intra-
mural offering will
be team tennis which
has 8 teams ready to
compete in self-
scheduling three-
match format. Each
team hasamaleanda
female mem ber
playing an 8-game pro set in singles, and
then a 10-game set in mixed doubles.
Take advantage of the good weather
and get on a team if you know someone
that has submitted a learn prior to the dead-
lines. Rosters aren't frozen until the sec-
ond games in any league.
Last week: Saints plus five ver-
sus 4gers. Final score: 4gers 13,
Saints 12. Dob and Pops start off
the season on the right foot with a
winner. Dob and Pop's record: 1-0.
This week: the upstart Chiefs travel
tounfriendlyMileHigh. TheBron- .
cos are favored by five and a half.
We like the Broncos to rebound big
after a disappointing opening day
loss to the Raiders. Take the Bron-
cos and lay the points.
the Four Horseman, Special Forces,
David,andDry Season, The Hampton Di-
vision has Shalom Y' All, Can't Touch
This, Bula Suvas, Jehovah's Army,
KBees, and Moondenhoops.
In flag football openers, sophomore
Matt Shea's five TD passes (three to Carl
Newman, '92), led Special Forces toa35-
Opasting of Jehovah's Army .Injhenight-
cap, E,M. Airplanes rode junior Jon
Krawczyk's TO run and TD pass to get a
14-7 win over Can't Touch This. On
Thursday, Bula Suvas (from Fiji) de-
featedFW A21-7 behind sophomore Matt
by Dobby Gibson
and
David Papadopolous
11K College Yoke
The Beat Goes On
Monday Night Pick
Football
WARNING: Any fan wimess-
Schmoozing with
Doband Pops
Miscellaneous
Afrer heated opening day con-
tests in front of a sold-out crowd 81
Chapel Green, our sources. have
told us that the boys in Vegas ap-
parently wanta part of the 1M flag.
football action. In the big David-
Can't Touch This showdown this
week, the early line bas been setat
David by three. Commissioner
Mark Fallon, '92, in an outrage
stated, "We will not condone, nor
tolerate that type of immoral be-
havior." However, despite efforts
to beef up security, a seedy look-
ing Jimmy the Greek was spotted
by Schmoozing assistant Jeff
Legro, '92, behind Harknessdorm
on Sunday ... Only inthe U.S. can
a guy named "Hot ROd" make
twenty times more than the Presi-
dent. John "Hot Rod" Williams
just inked a five year, 26.5 million
dollar deal with the Cavs, making
him the NBA's highest paid
player, despite the fact that he
doesn't start. Dob and Pops refuse
to speculate on the origin of his
nickname.
Thanks to those of you kids
who took the time todrop us a line.
Look forward to seeing your let-
ters published in an upcoming is-
sue. As for the rest of you, what
are you waitin' for? Remember,
the address is.Box 3489.
,
ing the opening day game between
the Cincinatti Bengals and the New
York Jets should take note. If you
were exposed to the Jets' new puke
green pants for over an hour, you
should know that they induced
massive vomiting and cases of ra-
Every sports community bas a dialion· sickness' in over 3234
great streak with which to identify. people nation-wide. Our advice:
New Yorkers treasure Lou Ger- stop, drop, and roll and then call
I I
hig's streak, Seattle fans will for- your local physician .. .In last
Sever remember Steve Largent's year's NFL merchandising race,CLASSIFIED streak, and Indianapolis - well, the Chicago Bears lead all teams
maybe not every sports commu- with a 14% chunk of the market;::==========:::;-r=======::===::::::~==;1 nity. Here ai Conn, Farzin Azarm, followed closely by the 4gers and$1000 IN '92, has captivated thecampuswith Raiders. In case you were wonder-
I ~~his heroic Consecutive Games ing, the Tampa Bay Buccaneers... ". Scoreless streak which, after this nabbed a .00012% share of mer-Earn up to $1000 in one Saturday's Homecoming game, . chandise sales as a guy named
week for your campus bas now reached 33 games _ a Maurice purchased a Bucs airorganization.
mark once thought unattainahle by freshner for his '73 Camaro from a
Plus a chaDce at soccer players around the world. convenience store in Boca Raton .
$5000 more! Dob and POps decided to call up and
• This program works! old friend who has been known to
~ No investment needed. kick the ball around once in awhile.
Call 1·8lJ(H)32.QS28 When we asked our venerable
i-= ..E:It.=-:=~5::0=_-i1 friend to comment on Azarm, the
TRAVEL FREE!! man responded, "That little red-
QUALITY VACATIONS TO headed Iranian bas ten times the
EXOTIC DESTINATIONS. AF- ability I ever dreamed of having.
FORDABLE SPRING BREAK
PACKAGES TO JAMAICA He's just caught a few bad breaks
AND CANCUN. FREE 1RA VEL -like his inablity to run and kick
IfAN~D~$$~$~:1;:_~800~-4;:26~-.;-;7;:;71~0~~the ball at the-same time." And oh,
t-YOU TOO COULD HA VB AN by the way, that man was Pele.
AD IN THE COlLEGE VOICE!
$5.00 per Classifled- more
effective than the post office!
Contact Karen ChrislDfano
atx2841
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Volleyball Team
Set To Strike •
~.~
~
-
j'----------
by DaD LC'Yloe
d 1beCoIIeae Voice
~--------
High hopes abound as the Cam-
els step on 10 the volleyhall court
this season. They possess leader-
ship, talent, motivation. and excite-
mentlO get underway.
This season the women's volley-
baU program welcomes a new head
coach, [y,uyyIBo~ Bourassa
brings inspiration and new life into
a program that needs a breath of
fresh air. He brings with him an ex-
tensive and impressive back-
ground. He has played collegiate
volleyball, U.S. Marine Corps vol-
leyball and has played on a beach
circuit Bourassa's coaching back-
ground includes several women' s
recreational teams and USYBA
teams. This season at Conn marks
his Division IIIcoaching debut
The Camels are looking forward
pect, He is willing 10work as hard
as he can 10make this a successful
season, though he realizes it will
not be easy.
"This is going to be hard for them
and for me," Bourassa said. "We
don'tknowwhatkindsofteamsare
out there, but judging so far we
have a good shot. I can almost
assure we will do better than [last
year'sl3-16 record, and at the end
of the season the girls will leave
with a smile."
The players are very excited
about the upcoming season and are .~
especially enthusiastic about their ~
coach. ~
"He loves the game, he is moti- d
vated 10 teach, and he is very ~
knowledgable," Garrett said. "We ]
have a good attitude 10 win and :~
we'll do pretty well." ::1~:::~:·~-~-~-~;;i~§~~:j~-~~::..:~"The coach can tum the program ~ L
around," Gelbard believes. ~'He Conn Volleyball Action
knows what
he's doing,
and we have a
lot to look
forward to,.
We have a
10 a bright future out on the court
Leading the way are captains Deb-
bie Garrett, '91, and Paula Betten-
court '93, as well as returning sen-
iors Nicole Casanova, Jenny Gel-
bard:andLyndaSzymanski. Eliza
Brown, '93, Teresa Hsiao, '93,
Melanie Hughes, '93, Deb McK-
enna, '93, Cindy Morris, '93, Bon-
nie Silberstein, '93 and Karl Hen-
dricksen, '92, should also help fa-
cilitate the job of the new coach and
make this a fantastic season. Trans-
fer student Susie Cascio, '92, and
freshmen Becca Cullen and Jen
Kerney are three new players who
will add dimension as well as sta-
bility for the future. The team is
well rounded and each player will
fill an important role as the season
progresses.
Since this is his first year coach-
ingatthecollegiatelevel, Bourassa
does not know exactly what 10 ex-
, (
They have an excellent attitude,
they have a great new coach, and
they want 10 win. Everything
points 10a super season. Now, only
time will tell.
much better attitude than we had in
past years, and there is a lot of ex-
citement about this season."
All in all, things are looking up
for the women's volleyball squad.
A Long Day for the Camels
Men's Soccer Falls Just Short
in the Homecoming Game
the game. The teams
played scoreless for the
rest of the half and the
game went 10 overtime.
Conn looked hungry
for the win right from the
stan of the first overtime
period. The Camels
mounted several attacks,
including one heart- ~
breaking offensive in ~
which Conn hit the post :
three times before finally ~
losing possession. The de- ,J!
fense, led by goalie Lou ]
Cutillo, '92, also looked .~
strong. The first overtime ~
period ended with the ~
teams still tied. The game '-.:;;=====:==================-----=---==========-.J
then moved into double Farzln Azarm, '92, lakes possesslon of the han
overtime. It was then, unfortunately for the
Camels, that Tufts broke through Conn's
defense and knocked home their second goal.
by Cbristlan SdMalz
The College Voice
After watching the women's team defeat
Amherst 1-0 in the waning moments of
overtime, the men's soccer team took the
field with high hopes for their opening game
against the Jumbos of Tufts. For most of the
game, it appeared that the Camels were in-
deed heading for a victory.
Conn was on the offensive for the entire
day, taking 22 shots for the Jumbos' 7 .In the
first half, forward Ric!l"Tubby" Carter, '92,
fired a shot on goal which deflected off the
outstretched hands of the Tufts keeper and
feel nicely in front of fellow Conn forward
Sung Kim, '92, who knocked it in lO give
Conn a 1-0 lead. The lead held for most of
the game, with the Camels controlling the
baU for nearly the entire time. Late in the
second half, however, a Tufts player broke
through Conn's tough defense and tied up
Said Conn freshman, Stephan Cantu-
Stille, "The guys worked real hard out there.
Jt'sashameithad to end this way. Unlucky."
Conn tried desperately 10avenge the goal for
the rest of the half, but came up short, and the
game ended in a Tufts victory.
Athlete of the Week
This week's award goes to KRISTEN SUPKO, '92, of the women's soccer team.
In Saturday's match against Amherst, Supko scored the game's only goal, giving
her team the victory. As a result, the Camels head into this week's action with an
impressive 2-0 record. KEK
.....
